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Radio Worksheet
THE WISE MEN

From the story of the Wise Men on today’s program, fill in the blanks with words from the list below.

east wise men resources come back
Herod Teaching Pictures angry stars
Baby Jesus Birth of Jesus follow myrrh
baby king young incense dream
easy worshipped drama gold
chant Jerusalem King game
stopped Bethlehem Bethlehem

1. Our lesson today was taken from the IBL series of lessons called ______________________.
2. IBL’s materials are _____________ to teach and fun for the students to learn and give you all

the ________________ you need to teach for 1 ¼ hour.
3. Today’s lesson was about the _______________________ in the Christmas story.
4. After the birth of Jesus, Mary and Joseph stayed in the city of ______________________.
5. While life was quite normal for Mary, Joseph, and Jesus, something exciting happened far

away in the ________________.
6. Some wise men who studied the ________________ saw something different in the night sky.
7. There was a new star, brighter than the others, moving across the sky. In their culture, this

usually meant a new ______________ had been born. They decided to _______________ the
star to find the baby.

8. The wise men finally reached _____________________ and stopped there.
9. They asked everyone, “Where is the ______________________?”
10.King _______________ heard about the visitors and their question and he was troubled.
11.Herod’s chief priests knew that the baby would be born in _________________________.
12.Herod told the wise men to go and find the baby and then ____________________ and tell

him where he was.
13.The wise men continued on their journey until the star _________________ over the place

where Jesus was.
14.As an activity you will play a review __________________ with the students called ‘Slides and

Ladders’
15.The Lesson Plan also suggests having the students do a simple __________________ of the

story.
16.How excited the wise men were as they saw _______________________ with his mother

Mary and they _____________________ Him.
17.The wise men presented gifts of ______________, the gift of royalty, _______________, the

gift of worship, and _________________, the gift of suffering.
18.The wise men didn’t go back to Herod as requested because they had a _______________

telling them to go another route.
19.King Herod waited for the wise men to return but when they didn’t come, he became

________________ and made his own plans to kill the baby.
20.We don’t know much about the _________________ years of Jesus’ life.
21.The activity after the story is doing a _______________ to rejoice in Jesus’ birth.
22.You can also do review activities with the students using the __________________________.

WHAT CHANGES WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE IN YOUR LIFE IN THE NEW YEAR? (write answers)


